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SCHOOL
CHILDREN
appear to increase their vocabulariesby thousands of words per year.
Many have hypothesized that a large proportionof this growth occurs through incidental
learningfrom writtencontext. However,experimentalresearchhas until now failed to provide
unequivocalsupport of this hypothesis. The present study attemptedto determinewhether
studentsdo acquiremeasurableknowledgeaboutunfamiliarwordswhile readingnaturaltext.
Fifty-seveneighth-gradestudentsof averageand above averagereadingability readeither an
expositoryor a narrativetext about1,000 words in length. After reading,subjectscompleted
two vocabularyassessmenttasks on 15 targetwords from each passage (thus serving as controls for the passage not read), an individualinterview and a multiple-choicetest, both designed to tap partial knowledge of word meanings. Results of within-subject,hierarchical
regressionanalyses showedsmall but statisticallyreliablegains in wordknowledgefrom context. Tentativeextrapolationsfrom the results and currentestimates of the volume of children's reading lead us to believe that incidental learning from context accounts for a
substantialproportionof the vocabularygrowththat occurs duringthe school years.

Acquisitionde motsa'partir d'uncontexte

LESkCOLIERS
semblent augmenterleur vocabulairede milliers de mots par an. Nombreux
sont ceux qui ont pour hypothesequ'unelarge proportionde cette croissanceintervientgrace
a une acquisitionaccidentelle 'apartird'un contexte 6crit. Cependant,la rechercheexp6rimentale n'a pas pu jusqu'a present fournir un soutient univoquea cette hypothese. L'6tude
pr6senteessaie de determinersi les e61ves acquierenten fait des connaissancesmesurables
sur les mots qui ne leur sont pas familiersau cours de la lecturede textes naturels.Cinquantesept e61vesde quatriemea competencede lecture moyenneet au-dessusde la moyenneont lu
un texte d'expositionou de narrationd'environ 1000 mots. Apres la lecture, les sujets ont
compl6t6deux taches d'6valuationde vocabulairesur 15 mots cibles 'apartirde chaque passage (servantainsi de contr6les
pour le passage non lu), un entretienindividuel et un test a
'
choix multipes, d6signes aborderla connaissancepartielle des significationsde mots. Les
r6sultatsdes analyses de r6gressionhierarchiquede sujet uniqueont montr6des gains moindres mais statistiquementstrs en connaissancede mots Bpartird'uncontexte. Des extrapola'
tions d'essai partirdes r6sultatset des calculs courantsdu volumede lecturechez les enfants
'
nous ont mends croire que la lecture accidentelle a partird'un contexte compte pour une
proportionsubstantiellede la croissance du vocabulairequi a lieu au cours des annees scolaires.

Aprendiendopalabras a travis del contexto

AL PARECER, alumnos incrementansu vocabulariocon miles de palabrascada afio. Muchos
han avanzadola hip6tesis que una gran proporci6nde este incrementoocurrepor medio de
aprendizajeincidental del contexto escrito. No obstante, investigaci6n experimentalno ha
provistoevidenciairrefutableparaesta hip6tesis. Este estudiotrat6de determinarsi los alumnos adquierenconocimiento medible de palabrasdesconocidas durantela lectura de textos
normales. Cincuentay siete alumnos de octavo grado, de habilidadnormal y superior en
lectura, leyeron un texto descriptivoo narrativo,de aproximadamente1000 palabras.Despues de la lectura, los alumnoscompletaron2 actividadesde evaluaci6nde vocabulariosobre
15 palabrasespecificas de cada pasaje (sirviendoasi como control de los pasajes no lefdos),
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unaentrevista
individual
y untestde elecci6nmultiple,ambosdisefiadosparadescubrirconocimiento
parcialde significadode palabras.Losresultados
porindividuo,utilizando
anilisis dejerarquia
de regresi6n,mostraron
fiableprogresoen el
pequefioperoestadisticamente
conocimiento
de palabras
de los resultados
tentativas
pormediode contexto.Extrapolaciones
y calculospresentesdel volumende lecturade alumnos,nosIlevana deducirqueaprendizaje
delcontextodacuentade unaproporci6n
incidental
considerable
del incremento
de vocabulario queocurredurantelos afiosescolares.
This paperrepresentsone step in a program
of research aimed at testing the following hypothesis: Incidentallearning from context during free reading is the major mode of
vocabularyacquisitionduringthe school years,
and the volume of experience with writtenlanguage, interactingwith readingcomprehension
ability, is the major determinantof vocabulary
growth.
Incidentallearning from context has traditionally been assumed to be one cause, if not
the major cause, of vocabularygrowth. Boettcher's (1980) dissertationquotes sources as far
back as St. Augustine in supportof this view.
As statedsomewhatmore recentlyby Gray and
Holmes (1938),

on during a child's school years. Even by extremely conservative estimates, children learn
upwards of 600 words per year during their
school years. Some researchers (e.g., M. K.
Smith, 1941; Templin, 1957) have reported
children'svocabulariesto increaseby more than
5,000 wordsa year. Nagy and Anderson(1984)
present evidence that the actual rate of vocabulary growth during school years is likely to be
closer to these higher figures (see also Nagy &
Herman, 1984).
What is intriguingis that this massive vocabularygrowth seems to occur without much
help from teachers. Surveys of instruction
(Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, & Burkes, 1979;
Durkin, 1979; Jenkins & Dixon, 1983) show
relativelylittle direct instructionin vocabulary
takingplace. How andwhere all this vocabulary
[W]eknowfromexperiencethatpracticallyall learning occurs is still open to question. The
pupilsacquiremanymeaningsfromthe context
only plausible explanation seems to be some
withlittleor no helpfromteachers(p. 28) ....
canbe securedmostef- type of incidentallearning from context. HowGrowth[in vocabulary]
wide
silent
readingwithlittle ever, the relative contributionof conversations
fectivelythrough
or no guidancein the understanding
or use of with adults or peers, television, classroom diswords.(p. 35)
cussion, school reading, or free reading is not
known.
The puzzle is that previous research has
On the other hand, strong experimental evidence for this position does not seem to be failed to provide solid supportfor the hypotheavailable. In a recent article, Jenkins, Stein, sis that learningfrom context is a major source
and Wysocki (in press) assert:
of vocabulary growth. Several studies have
found learning from context to be ineffective
when comparedto other ways of acquiringnew
Wehavebeenunableto locateanyexperiments vocabulary. Other studies have
reported succonductedunderrelativelynaturalreadingcon- cessful
from context; however, these
learning
ditionswhichdirectlystudiedlearning(as op- studies have
generally involvedtasks which are
posedto deriving)wordmeaningsfromcontext.
easier
than learning from natural
inherently
Suchdemonstrations
arerequired
to supportthe
context
normal
during
reading.Thus, they may
and
to
move
it
context
from
position,
learning
beyondits currentstatusof a defaultargument. have overestimated the efficacy of learning
from context, and therefore do not provide a
The "defaultargument"for learning from con- satisfactorybasis for evaluatingthe role of incitext rests on the large and otherwise unex- dental learning from context in children's voplainedvolume of vocabularylearningthatgoes cabularygrowth.
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There are three major ways in which previous studies have been likely to overestimate
learning from context. These are not necessarily flaws in the studies themselves, since the
studiesdid not all have as their purposeevaluating the role of learning from context in overall
vocabulary acquisition. However, in terms of
the hypothesiswe are considering,these constitute failuresto achieveecological validity.
First, some studies (e.g., Carroll& Drum,
1983; Sternberg& Powell, 1983) deal with subjects' ability to derive word meaningsfrom context; that is, subjects are given explicit
instructionsto figure out the meaning of unfamiliarwordswith the text in frontof them. Certainly the ability to do this is related to the
ability to learn the meaningsof new words from
context. However, the percentage of word
meaningsthatcan be derivedfrom contextoverestimates the percentagethat would be learned
during normalreading.The chief reasonis that
in normal readinga person often skips over an
unfamiliarword, ratherthan focusing more attentionon it (Freebody& Anderson, 1983).
Second, many studies have investigated
subjects'ability to learn meaningsfrom unnaturally informativecontexts. Some studies (e.g.,
3ipe, 1979) have used such rich contexts that
they really measured subjects'ability to learn
wordmeaningsfrom definitions. Other studies,
while avoidingthis, have neverthelessused contexts much more informativethan are found in
most normaltext (e.g., Jenkinset al., in press).
Again, such studies overestimatethe amountof
learning from context that would occur in normal reading;many, probablymost, contexts in
normal text give little informationabout word
meanings.
Third, as Jenkins and Dixon (1983) have
pointed out, how easy it will be to learn a new
word from contextdependsuponcharacteristics
of the word and its associated concept. Most
pertinentto the presentdiscussion is the distinction they make betweenlearninga new label for
a familiarconcept, and learninga new label for
a new concept. Studiesof learningfrom context
frequently have focused only on the former
task, either by using blanks or nonsense words
to replace real, knownwords, or else by selectLearning words from context

ing difficult real wordsfor which familiarsynonyms exist (e.g., Rankin & Overholser, 1969;
Werner& Kaplan, 1952; cf. Boettcher, 1980,
pp. 54-55). Learninga new label for a familiar
concept, or figuringout which familiarconcept
fits into a slot in text, will almost always be easier than learningboth a new concept and a new
label. Studiesthat look only at the easiest cases
of learning from context give too optimistic a
picture of the amount of learning from context
that takes place in normal reading. Judging
from examplesof the words used, many studies
of learningfrom contextsuffer from this limitation.
Previous studies of learning from context
have generally had one or more of these weaknesses. To the extentthat this is true, they overestimate learning from context in the normal
readingsituation;thus, whateverlearning from
contextthey do show does not constitutestrong
support for the hypothesis that learning from
written context is a major factor in vocabulary
growth.
Furthermore, several studies have shown
learningof word meaningsfrom writtencontext
to be a relativelyineffective process (e.g., Gibbons, 1940; Sachs, 1943), especially when
compared with intensive direct instruction
(Jenkins, Pany, & Schreck, 1978; Johnson,
Toms-Bronowski, & Pittelman, in press;
Margosein, Pascarella,& Pflaum, 1982). This
is true even for studieswhich might be expected
to overestimatelearning from context, because
rich and informativecontexts were used (e.g.,
Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, in press). Even using extremely rich contexts, Gipe (1981) was
unable to replicate the relative advantage of
learning from context over alternativemethods
of vocabularyinstructionwhich she had found
in her earlier (1979) research. The fact that
even studies which mightbe expectedto overestimatelearningfrom contexthave found it to be
relativelyineffectivegives all the more grounds
for questioningthe importanceof learningfrom
writtencontext.
Beck, McKeown, and McCaslin (1983)
voice a general skepticism of learning from
written context as the source of vocabulary
growth:
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The pointof our discussionhas beenthatcon- idea thatlearningindividualword meaningsis a
textsoccurringin textselectionsdo notreliably gradual process. Boettcher (1980), Dale,
assistreadersin discoveringthe meaningof an O'Rourke, and Bamman (1971), and Eichholz
unknownword.However,eventhe appearance and Barbe(1961) offer models of word learning
of eachtargetwordin a strong,directivecontext which differ in details as to the numberor nais farfromsufficientto developfull knowledge ture of intermediatestages of knowledge,but all
of wordmeaning. ... The relianceof basal agree that word learning often proceeds by
on storycontextandindepen- small increments.
readingprograms
dentuse of the glossaryas the centralmethods
A variety of psycholinguistic research
of vocabulary
is atbestappropriateshows that
development
children initially have incomplete
for the mostmotivatedandcompetentreaders.
Childrenmost in need of vocabularydevelop- knowledge about the meaning of words (e.g.,
ment, less-skilledreaderswho are unlikelyto Clark, 1973; Gentner, 1975). While the exact
add to theirvocabularyfromoutsidesources, interpretationof the datais not always clear (cf.
will receivelittlebenefitfromsuchindirectop- Carey, 1982), it is apparentthat children'sfirst
portunities.
(pp. 180-181)
representationof the meaning of a word often
overlapsonly partiallywith thatof an adult.
We cannot argue with the claim that for a
There is also evidence availableto support
given wordthe quickestway to impartthorough the belief that substantial,if incomplete,knowlknowledge of its meaning is via direct instruc- edge aboutthe meaningof a wordcan be gained
tion. We maintain,however,thatthe efficacy of through one or a small number of exposures.
learning from context must be evaluated,not in First, thereis indirectevidencethatchildrenare
terms of short term competitionwith direct in- learning words somehow at a remarkablerate.
struction,but in terms of the volume of vocabu- Statisticalstudies of word distribution(Carroll,
lary growth that can be accounted for over an Davies, & Richman, 1971) show that the bulk
extended period of time. Previous research in of the words in the language are of low frelearning from context has not provideda suffi- quency; almost 70% of the words (types) that
cient basis for this kind of evaluation. In the appearin printedschool materialsfor Grades 3
present study, we attempt to extrapolatefrom through9 occur once or less in a million words
the shortterm resultsto calculatethe proportion of text. If a child is learning the meanings of
of total vocabularygrowththat can be attributed such wordsfrom context, it must be on the basis
to incidental learning of word meanings from of very few encounters.
writtencontext.
Second, there is direct evidence that children can and do gain substantial, if partial,
The Incremental Nature of Word Learning
knowledge of a word's meaning from a single
encounter
in context. In Carey's(1978) study,
While there are studies which show that
children
were
exposed to a new color word in
of
word
from
contextcan oclearning
meanings
cur, the data seem to indicate that it is a rather fairly rich but natural contexts. Carey found
ineffective process. Deighton (1959) lists some that very few exposures to a new word were
likely reasons for this: (a) Only some contexts, necessaryfor childrento learn somethingabout
probablya small percentage, give much infor- its meaning-in this case, at least that it was a
mationaboutthe meaningof a word, (b) at best, color word. She concludesthatthis first stage of
only one of the possibly many meanings of the lexical acquisition,"fastmapping,"is a very efword is supportedby the context, and (c) the ficient process, but that complete learningof a
context will supply information about only word'smeaning is a gradualprocess, probably
some aspects of this one meaning of the word. extendingover years of time in which the word
Deighton concludes that vocabulary growth is encounteredrepeatedly.
We hypothesize, then, in agreement with
from contextis a gradualmatter.
Research in both vocabulary instruction Deighton (1959), that incidentallearning from
and early vocabulary acquisition supports the context proceeds in terms of small increments,
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so that any one encounter with a word in text
will be likely to produceonly a partialincrease
in knowledge of that word. On the other hand,
we also hypothesize that learning from context
is more effective than many have assumed. Although a single encounter with a word would
seldom lead to a full knowledgeof its meaning,
we believe that substantial, if incomplete,
knowledge about a word can be gained on the
basis of even a single encounter.Therefore, if
coupled with a sufficiently large volume of exposure to written language, incidentallearning
from context should be able to account for a
substantialamountof vocabularygrowth.
The failureof many studies to demonstrate
appreciablelearningfrom context, we wouldargue, lies in the insensitivity of the measures of
word knowledge to small increments of learning.-Often researchers have chosen words of
very low frequencyto insure that subjects have
no priorknowledgeof their meanings- but then
test for learning from context in a way that requires full knowledgeof the word'smeaningfor
a correct answer. If learning from context normally proceeds in terms of small increments,
such an approachmust substantiallyunderestimate the amount of learning from context that
goes on. In this study, on the other hand, we
employed measures of word knowledge-both
interviews and multiple choice questions-specifically designed to be sensitive to partial
knowledge of word meanings. This was intended to enable us to detect the incidental
learningof word meaningshypothesizedto take
place even in the not-especially-rich contexts
found in naturaltext.

39 to 99. Out of the pool of 70 students,63 took
a checklist vocabularytest. Sixty studentswere
present for the main study. Of these, complete
data were availablefor only 57; two did not finish the multiple-choicetest, and one was found
not to have takenthe checklist test. Results are
reported only for the 57 students for whom
complete dataare available.
Students were randomly assigned to read
either a spy narrativeor an exposition on river
systems (see Materials), and to one of the versions of the vocabulary tasks. To assess the
equivalence of the narrative and exposition
groups, six comparisons of pre-experimental
knowledge and ability were made involving
knowledge of target words from the narrative
and expository passages, background knowledge relevant to each passage measured in
terms of topic-related words not occurring in
the passages, and standardizedcomprehension
and vocabularyscores. No differencesbetween
the groupswere found (all Fs < 1.0).

Materials
Texts.Two junior high level texts of different genre were chosen. One, "The Midnight
Visitor"(Arthur,1981) from the basal Beacons,
was a mystery with about 1,000 words. This
narrative text was used verbatim. The other,
takenfrom a chapterentitled"WaterSystems"in
Earth Science (Bishop, Sutherland,& Lewis,
1981), was an expository text about 960 words
long. One paragraphand a few sentences were
deleted from it to insurethat it would be a selfcontainedunit of approximatelythe same length
as the other text, but no other changes were
made. Although no systematic comparisons
were made, both texts could be consideredtypiMethod
cal materialfor junior high students.Both texts
were reproducedwithoutillustrations.
Subjects
Targetvocabularywords. The 15 most difSeventy average and above average eighth- ficult words from each text were selected as targrade students were identified by school per- get words. "Word"in this case includes both
sonnel and by the Gates-MacGinitie reading single words and two-wordcompoundssuch as
test. The mean readingcomprehensionpercen- suspended load and drainage basin. Two meatile was 71.5, standarddeviation = 17.4, range sures of difficulty were takeninto account:Sev= 28 to 99. The mean vocabulary percentile eral raterswith
teaching experiencewere asked
was 73.2, standarddeviation = 16.7, range =
to circle the most difficult words or phrases in
Learning words from context
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the passages and the StandardFrequencyIndex
from Carroll, Davies, and Richman(1971) was
considered. The final set of target words included those words identifiedas difficult by all
raters,and those wordsidentifiedas difficult by
all but one raterthathad the lowest frequencies.
The target words were of low frequency with
the exceptionof the two-wordcompounds(e.g.,
drainage basin), which have much lower frequencies as compounds than the frequency of
either component, and frequent words which
were used in the passage with less frequent
meanings (e.g., bed = "riverbed"or divide =
"a ridge or high groundseparatingdrainagebasins"). A list of the targetwords is given in Table 1.
The targetwordsvaried in severalrespects.
Some were morphologically simple (twang,
rill), otherscontainedsuffixes thatmight reveal
something about their syntactic function (authentic, turbulent),and others were compounds
whose partsmight help in deducingtheir meanings (floodplain, suspended load). Some of
these words constitutednew labels for familiar
concepts (e.g., espionage = "spying"),while
others (e.g., drainage basin) presumablyrepresentedunfamiliarconcepts.
The use of real words in naturaltexts increases ecological validity,but it makes it difficult to assurethat subjectsdid not alreadyknow
the meanings. However,both the results of the
checklist vocabularytest, administeredseveral

days before the main body of the study,and the
performanceof subjects on target words not in
the passage read, served as statisticalcontrols
for the likelihood of a word having been known
before the experiment. Also, the presence of
some partially known words enabled us to investigate an increase in knowledge of such
words, an important aspect of vocabulary
growthoverlookedin previousstudies.
Checklist vocabularytest. A checklist test
was developed, using the guidelines suggested
by Anderson and Freebody (1983), as a measure of the vocabulary knowledge of subjects
prior to reading the experimentalpassages. In
this test, a subject simply indicatedwhether or
not the meaningof a word was known. Some of
the items in the test were English-like nonwords; these providedthe basis for a correction
to adjustfor guessing and responsebias.
The checklist test was chosen because it
gives the subject no information about the
meaningsof the wordstested. It is also sensitive
to partial word knowledge; subjects tend to
mark a word as known if they have even a partial grasph of its meaning (Anderson &
Freebody,1983). A weaknessof a checklist test
is that it is not suitable for use as a pre- and
posttest.
The checklist test used in this study consisted of 186 items, in the following categories:
1. The target words from each of the two
passages. (Compoundssuch as oxbowlake were

Table1 Targetwords
Narrative(Spy) Passage
authentic
confounded
countenance
disillusioned
envision
espionage
explanatorily
gendarme
moodily
passably
passkey
prosaic
twang
wheezily
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Expository(River System) Passage
bed
divide
drainagebasin
headwardextension
impermeable
levee
meander
oxbow lake
porous
rill
runoff
saturated
suspendedload
turbulent
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divided into two words for the purpose of the
checklist test, so there were a total of 34 target
word items.)
2. Fifteen background knowledge words
for each passage; thatis, 15 wordsrelatedto espionage (e.g., wiretap,surveillance)and 15 related to river systems (e.g., aquifer, glacier),
which did not occur in the passages.
3. Thirtygeneralvocabularyitems, chosen
to representa rangeof difficulty.
4. Thirty-twodecoding distractors. These
are items which would be marked as known
only on the basis of a decoding error (e.g.,
weast, robbit).
5. Thirtypseudo-derivatives.These are not
existing words of English, but are constructed
from existing English stems and affixes (e.g.,
successment,desertitude).
6. Thirty nonwords. Items in this category
(e.g., felinder, werpet) are also not existing
words of English. Furthermorethey do not belong to either of the two preceding categories.
That is, they are not constructed from real
English stems and suffixes, nor could they be
mistakenfor a real word if some plausibleerror
were made in decoding. Only these nonwords
were used in computing the correction factor
for a subject. Fourversions of the checklist test
were constructed,each with a differentordering
of items.
Story memory task. This task provided a
delay between the reading of the passage and
the interview about the meanings of the target
words. While the task kept the subjects'attention on the passage read, it did not provideany
additional information about the meanings of
the targetwords.
Items in the task consisted of a word or
two-word compound followed by the phrases
"sawit in passage"and "haveseen it elsewhere."
Subjectswere asked to put an X througheither
or both of these phrases if they applied. Four
versions of this task were constructed, each
with the items in a differentorder.
Multiplechoice test. A multiplechoice test
for measuring degrees of knowledge of word
meaningswas developed. Foreach of the 30 target words, a concise definition was chosen to
serve as the correct answer. For example, the
Learning words from context

short definition for divide was "a ridge or high
groundseparatingareasbelongingto two different river systems;"for envision it was "toimagine or picturesomething."
For each target word, test items were constructedat each of three levels of difficulty. An
example of the three levels of difficulty for one
of the targetwords is shownin Table2.
Levels of difficulty were based on the similarity in meaning between the target word and
the concepts representedby the distractors.At
the highest level of difficulty, distractorsrepresented concepts similar to or closely associated
with the meaningof the targetword. At the lowest level of difficulty,distractorswere chosen to
be as dissimilar from the target word meaning
as possible, even in terms of the implied partof
speech. At the intermediatelevel of difficulty,
distractorswere chosen to be mostly in the same
part of speech, but otherwise fairly diverse semantically.
As often as possible, at least one distractor
was sharedby adjacentlevels of difficulty. For
example, in the item in Table 2, the distractor
"theillegal transportationof goods across a border"is used both at the lowest and intermediate
levels of difficulty.This is to lessen the extentto
which subjects could guess the correct answer
simply by remembering which choices were
common to all items for the same word.
Three types of distractorsoccurred in the
items. First of all, the correctanswersfor target
words were used as distractorsfor other items.
At each level of difficulty, each target word's
definition occurredat least once as a distractor
in anotheritem, but no morethanthreetimes. It
was hoped that this repeatedoccurrenceof the
targetword definitionswould make it more difficult for subjectsto pick up the associationbetween the targetwordand its definitionfrom the
test alone.
In addition to the target word meanings,
shortdefinitionsof otherconcepts in the experimental passages were used as distractors. For
example, one distractor was "materialrolled
along the bottom of a river channelby the current"- a definitionof the conceptbed load mentioned in the text. Especially at the highest level
of difficulty,it was also necessaryto use a third
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Table2 Exampleof threelevels of multiplechoice items
LEVEL ONE
gendarmemeans: a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

to trick or trapsomeone
policeman
spokenas if one was out of breathor having troublebreathing
the secret collection of informationaboutanothercountry
the illegal transportationof goods across a border
don'tknow

LEVELTWO
gendarmemeans: a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the illegal transportationof goods across a border
weapon
policeman
face
braveryduringwartime
don'tknow

LEVEL THREE
gendarmemeans: a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

policeman
bellboy
bodyguard
spy
waiter
don'tknow

category of distractor, namely definitions of
concepts closely relatedto or similarto the target word meaning which did not occur in the
text.
Each multiple choice item contained the
correct answer, four distractors, and a "don't
know" option. Position of the correct answer
was assigned in quasi-random fashion, with
correctanswersoccurringwith equal frequency
in the first five positions, and in three different
positions for any given target word. The "don't
know"optionwas always in the last (sixth) position.
The multiple choice test was divided into
three blocks, with each block containing one
item for each target word. Level of difficulty
and order were counterbalancedfor the items.
Each block was divided into two sub-blocks;
target words were assigned to sub-blocks such
that two items for the same target word never
occurred in adjacent sub-blocks. Thus there
were always at least 15 test items between any
240

two appearancesof the same targetword. Order
of items within the sub-blockswas randomized.
Six versions of the test were constructed,with
three differentordersof the blocks and two differentordersof sub-blockswithin blocks.
Procedure
Three days before the main part of the
study, the checklist vocabularytest was administeredto the groupof 70 eighth-gradestudents.
After a researcherhad read the direction page
aloud, studentscompletedthe test at their own
pace.
The mainpartof the studytook place overa
2-day period during regular school hours. Although studentsknew they were in a university
study, they did not know the purpose of the
tasks. All work was motivatedby one of the researchersto insurethat studentsunderstoodinstructionsfor the tasks and workedindividually.
After a group of 5-7 studentsarrivedin the
testing room, a researcherread a set of general
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introductoryremarks. No mention of vocabulary or themes in the passages was made. Thus,
care was takento have the studentsreadthe text
underas naturalconditionsas possible.
Following the introduction,the researcher
passed out copies of the passages, alternating
the two types of text between students. Answer
booklets were distributedface down and the students in a session received different versions.
Studentswere not allowed to open the booklets
until directionswere given.
Before reading the passage, a researcher
readaloud the directionpage precedingthe text.
Studentswere told they would have 10 minutes
to readtheir passage, could rereadit as much as
they liked duringthat time, and would be asked
questions about the passage without being able
to see the text. Studentswho finished early and
did not choose to rereadthe passage sat quietly.
Studentswere not allowed to do other work or
to talk. After 10 minutes, all passages were collected.
Students then proceeded to the answer
booklets. Directions for the story memory task
were readto the students.Since no two students
in the same session had the same version of answer booklet, the likelihoodof successful copying was reduced considerably. Students were
allowed to work at their own pace. Although
finishing times varied, no student took more
than20 minutesto complete both the readingof
the text and the story memorytask.
Immediately after completing the story
memory task, each studentwas assigned to one
of severaltrainedinterviewersfor individualinterviewingon the meaningsof the targetwords.
Before the student'sarrival, the interviewerhad
randomizedthe 30-carddeck of targetwordsby
shuffling it. Then, with the student looking at
the sample target words, the interviewer read
the instructions detailing the task of defining
target words. As students attemptedto define
the sample words, the interviewer used the
same promptsas would be used laterfor the target words. Interviewersstressedthe importance
of sharing partial word knowledge, giving an
example of such sharing with one of the difficult samplewords.
When the studentunderstoodthe task, the

Learning words from context

interview began. Holding up one of the 3 x 5
cards displaying a target word, the interviewer
asked the studentto say the word. Mispronunciations were not corrected.Next, the studentwas
asked to tell what the word meantor to use it in
a sentence. If a clear answer was given, the interviewerasked the next word. Interviewershad
been trained beforehand on what the correct
definitions were. If an unclear and/or incomplete definitionwas given, the interviewerused
one of the following prompts depending on
what the student had already said: (a) "That's
part of the meaning. Can you make it more
clear?"(b) "That'sone meaning. Do you know
anothermeaning for this word?"and (c) "Does
this word remindyou of anything?"(see Figure
1). Interviewslasted about 30 minutes.
The last partof the procedurewas the multiple choice test. Students worked through the
test at their own pace, takingapproximately3045 minutesto completeit. The researchermonitored each student to be sure the question
numbersand answersheet numbersmatched.
Scoring
Interviews. Interviews were scored on a
four-pointscale by two raterswho were blind as
to which story a studenthad read. To maintain
consistencyin scoring and to minimize any bias
a rater could develop for a particularstudent's
answers, ratersscored all of the answersto one
word before going on to the next word. Raters
independentlyscored the interviews according
to the following criteria: (a) zero points for an
answer with no correct knowledge, (b) one
point for an answerwith minimalpartialknowledge, that is a little more than nothing with at
least some real, correct knowledge, (c) two
points for an incomplete answer which displayed substantialcorrect knowledge, but was
still missing some important component of
meaning, and (d) three points for a totally correct answer.An exampleof scoring for the word
disillusioned is given in Table3.
Interraterreliability,measuredin terms of
how subjects ranked for number of words
known at each level, was .72 for Level 1, .73
for Level 2, and .70 for Level 3. To maximize
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Figure 1
Flowchartfor interviewers'use of prompts
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Table3 Examplesof levels of word knowledge in interview scoring: Attemptsto
define the word "disillusioned"
StudentAnswer

Score
0: no correctknowledge

"notillustratedcorrectly"
"I think it's something imagined. .
somethingin your mind."

.

1: answer shows mentalactivity and is vague

a picture of

"If you're like led astray. If you're made to believe
somethingthat'snot really true."

2: answer does not convey that the person must realize the deception and consequently feel let
down and disappointed

"Ifyou have ideas aboutsomethingand you find out
it's the opposite, you're disillusioned. Your beliefs
are shattered."

3: answerconveys a complete understanding

reliability, both raters scored all the interview
data, and all disagreementswere examinedand
resolved.

subjects who had read that passage than by the
subjectswho had not.
Tables5 and 6 summarizehierarchicalmultiple regression analyses that were performed
following the logic of within-subjectsanalysis
Results
of variance. The comparisonwise alpha level
was set at .01 to keep the experimentwiseerror
The basic resultsof this study are presented rate within reasonablebounds. The dependent
in Table 4. It can be seen that at each level of measure in both the interview and multiple
difficulty, for both the interview and multiple choice analyses was whether or not a subject
choice test, a greater proportion of the target knew a given wordat a given level, expressedas
words from a given passage were knownby the a percentage.

Table4 Percentageof wordsknownat each criterionlevel
Level of
Word
Knowledge

Measureof WordKnowledge
Interview
TextRead

MultipleChoicea

Wordsource
Narrative

TextRead

Wordsource
Narrative

Level One

Narrative
Exposition

58
48

Exposition
47
57

Narrative
Exposition

70
64

Exposition
52
59

Level Two

Narrative
Exposition

41
30

21
32

Narrative
Exposition

64
57

51
64

Level Three

Narrative
Exposition

21
12

10
19

Narrative
Exposition

59
54

37
47

choicescoresarecorrected
forguessing.
"aMultiple

Learning words from context
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Table5 Analysis of interviewdata
Variable
Subject'sGrandMean

B
0.9

%Variance
7.7

F
501.7

PriorTargetWordKnowledgea

8.5

2.8

185.4

Levelb

-18.6

10.5

683.6

TextReadc

- 0.1

0.0

0.0

3.1

0.6

36.3

- 3.4

1.2

75.8

Comprehension

0.2

0.0

0.3

Comprehensionx Learningfrom Context

0.8

0. 1

4.7

36.7

77.2

WordSourcec
Learningfrom Contextd

Constant/Residual
Note. Criticalvalue (1,5049) = 6.66, p < .01
"aCoded
1,0
bCoded1,2,3
CCoded+1 narrative;-1 expository
dCoded+ 1 words from passage read; -1 words from passage not read

Table6 Analysis of multiple-choicedata
B
0.9

%Variance
5.7

F
332.2

10.9

3.3

192.3

- 6.0

0.9

49.6

3.0

0.9

51.5

- 0.5

0.0

0.2

6.3

1.5

89.4

- 4.3

0.6

34.3

Comprehension

0.4

0.0

0.9

Comprehensionx Learningfrom Context

0.8

0.0

3.3

Constant/Residual

0.5

87.0

Variable
Subject'sGrandMean
Prior TargetWordKnowledgea
Levelb
Positiond
Text Readc
WordSourcec
Learningfrom Contexte

Note.Criticalvalue(1,5046)= 6.66,p < .01
"aCoded
1,0
bCoded1,2,3
+1 narrative;
-1 expository
CCoded
dCoded1-6(blocks)
"eCoded
+1 wordsfrompassageread;-1 wordsfrompassagenotread
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In the interview analysis, the variables
were entered in the following order: (a) Subject's GrandMean, the subject'smean performance on all target words, entered first in the
equation to remove variance associated with
differences between subjects, (b) Prior Target
Word Knowledge, the subject's reported prior
knowledgeof the specific targetword, based on
the pre-experimentalchecklist test, (c) Level,
the level of the criterion for word knowledge
(for example, if a subject'sresponsein the interview was scored as reflecting Level 2 word
knowledge, the subjectwas countedas knowing
the word for Level= 1 and Level= 2, but not for
Level=3), (d) Text Read, the text read by the
subject, 1 for narrativeand -1 for exposition,
(e) Word Source, which identifies the text in
which that particulartarget word occurred, (f)
Learning from Context, (g) Reading ComprehensionAbility, and (h) the Learningfrom Context by Reading Comprehension Ability
interaction.
The analysis of the multiplechoice data includes the same variables. Level, however, is
defined slightly differently;in this case it simply representsthe level of difficulty of a given
multiplechoice item. The multiplechoice analysis also includes the variable Position, the position of the item in the multiplechoice test.
Of primaryconcern is the variable Learnfrom
Context. This variable actually is the
ing
interaction of Text Read and Word Source. It
representsthe degree to which subjectsdid better on words from the passage they read-that
is, the extentto which they learnedword meanings from context. In both analyses, Learning
from Contextwas highly significant.
The interactionof Learning from Context
with the standardizedmeasure of readingcomprehension was not quite significant in either
the interviewanalysis (.01 < p < .05) or the
multiple choice analysis (.05 < p < .10),
though as expected the trend was for more able
subjectsto learn more from context. It is possible that a wider range of ability among subjects
would have made the interactionstronger.
Additionalanalyses were performedto explore the interactionsof learning from context
with other factors. The interactionof learning
from context with Prior Target Word KnowlLearning words from context

edge was significant for the multiple choice
data, F(1,5046) = 7.58, p< .01; subjects
learned more about words not previously
known. There was no such trend in the interview analysis.
No other such interactions with learning
from context were found. Notably, the interaction with Level was not significant (Fs < 1.0)
for eitherthe interviewor multiplechoice data.
Thus, amountof learning from context is independent of the criterion of word knowledge.
Other variables that did not influence learning
from contextwere the sex of the subject,the sex
of the interviewer, the interaction of the subject's and interviewer'ssex, standardizedvocabulary scores, general vocabularyknowledge as
measuredin the checklisttest, intervieweridentity, interviewer'steaching experience, version
of multiplechoice test used, the day and session
the subject was tested, subject's background
knowledge of the passage topic as measuredin
the checklist test, and order of the targetwords
as they occurredin the interview.

Discussion
Our results make the importantdemonstration that learningfrom context does take place.
While the context effect was small in absolute
terms, it was statisticallyrobust and very consistentacrosstypes of text, methodsof measurement, and levels of scoring. There can be no
doubt thatthe effect was real.
The finding that children do learn word
meaningsfrom contextis noteworthybecauseof
the materials that were employed: The texts
were naturaltexts, andthe contextswere natural
contexts. Of the 30 target words, 23 occurred
only once. The contexts, especially in the narrative, were not very informative.
The amountof learning from the narrative
was the same as that from the exposition. A
sample of two texts could hardly be taken as
representativeof their respectivegenres; but it
is worthemphasizingthat the learningof word
meanings from context was not confined to the
exposition, which, of course, was intended to
introduce and explain concepts the author assumed the readerwould not know.
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Comparison of Findings With Those
of Other Research
One way to evaluate the reliability of the
presentresultsis to comparethem with those of
other,similarexperiments.This is not a big task
in this case, since to the best of our knowledge
there is only one experiment in the literature
that is really directly comparableto ours, the
recent one reportedby Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki (in press). The basic design of thatexperiment was similarto this one: Subjectsreadtexts
containingdifficult target words and were then
testedon theirknowledgeof these wordson several measures. The two studies did differ, however, in a number of respects that could have
influencedthe results.
There are some ways in which the experiment by Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki might
have been more conducive to learning from
contextthan ours. One is that, althoughnatural
in style, the texts were deliberatelywrittento be
informativeabout target word meanings: "The
paragraphcontextstronglyimpliedthe meaning
of the targetword, and in most cases contained
a synonym for the target word (e.g., argument
for altercation) in addition to other types of
context clues (e.g., temporal, spatial, descriptive)*"Contexts meeting these criteria will be
richer on the averagethan the ones in the natural texts used in the presentstudy.
Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki also had subjects undergo "familiarizationtraining"2 days
before the start of the body of the experiment.
"This trainingconsisted of word reading practice, and was accomplishedby teacherdemonstration followed by unison reading from the
board. No mention was made of any word
meanings."This treatmentprobablycaused the
subjectsto pay more attentionto the new words
in the texts than they otherwise would have. In
contrast,in the currentstudy, subjectswere exposed to the target words before reading the
passage only in the uninformativechecklisttask
administered3 days before the mainbody of the
study, in which the target words constituted
only a small percentageof the 186 items in the
test.
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Anotherimportantdifferencewas the number of repetitions. In Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki's experiment, subjects were exposed to a
target word either 2, 6, or 10 times, each time
in an informativecontext. In the currentstudy,
on the otherhand, only 7 of the 30 targetwords
occurred more than once. The Jenkins et al.
study was specifically designed to investigate
the effects of repetitiveexposure to unfamiliar
words in context. In the present study, on the
other hand, since natural text was used, the
numberof occurrencesof a targetword was not
manipulated.
The factorsjust mentionedare reasonswhy
the Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki study might
show more learning from context than the
present one, and also might overestimateincidentallearningfrom contextduringnormalfree
reading.Thereare also, however,severaldifferences betweenthe two studieswhich wouldtend
to cause Jenkins et al. to show less learning
from contextthanwas observedin this study.
One is the age of the childrenused as subjects. In our study, the children were eighthgrade students tested toward the end of the
school year; thus, their averageage was a little
over 13. The subjects used by Jenkins et al.
were fifth-gradestudents;their averageage was
close to 10 years. It is possible thata 3-yeardifference in age put our subjectsat an advantage
in learningwords from context.
Wernerand Kaplan(1952) studiedthe abilof
ity children from ages 8 to 13 to derive the
meanings of novel words from context. They
found improvementon this task with age, with
some aspects of performancechanging gradually and others showingabruptshifts. Big shifts
in performance occurred between 10 and 11
years, that is, roughly during fifth and early
sixth grades. Thus, Jenkins et al.'s fifth-grade
studentsmight not be expectedto learn as much
from context as our eighth-gradestudents. On
the other hand, children are able to learn new
wordsfrom oral context, at least, at a very early
age. Keil (1981), testing childrenin kindergarten and Grades 2 and 4, found that even the
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youngest subjectswere able to make inferences
about the meanings of new words encountered
in context. From common observation,it is obvious thatthis ability is presentin the preschool
years as well. While theremight be some developmental change between fifth and eighth
grade, it is not likely that the ability to learn
meanings from written context would undergo
its most significant developmentonly after the
fifth grade.
Probablythe most importantdifferencebetween the Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki study
and ours is the way word knowledge was measured. In general, we can say thatin the Jenkins
et al. study, subjects were given credit for
knowing a word only if their answer showed
complete, adult-likeknowledgeof the meaning.
In the case of the multiple choice test, the distractors frequentlywere similar in meaning to
the correct answer, often antonyms or other
close semantic relatives. Thus the multiple
choice items used by Jenkinset al. were comparable in difficulty to our multiple choice items
at the third, or highest, level of difficulty.
The Supply Definition task used by
Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki corresponds approximately to our interview task. In both
cases, the subject was required to provide,
ratherthan to choose, the correct meaning for
the target item. A comparison of our scoring
with theirs indicates that the scoring for their
Supply Definitions task is somewhat stricter
than that for our third or highest level of difficulty on the interviewratings.
Another factor that might have made our
interview easier than Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki's Supply Definitions task is that in the latter task, subjects were required to write
definitions, while in our interviews, subjects
were asked to say what the targetwords meant.
Our interviewprocess was specifically designed
to obtain information about subjects' word
knowledgethat might not appearin writtendefinitions. If subjects didn'trespond, or gave incomplete or vague answers, interviewerswere
instructedto probe furtherto make sure that as
much as possible of the subject'sknowledge of
the word was elicited.
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For both types of tasks, then-choosing a
correctmeaningin a multiplechoice test or providing an oral or writtenexplanation- the criteria for word knowledge imposed by Jenkins,
Stein, and Wysocki were at least as high as
those requiredby our strictestmeasures.
One more factor that could have contributed to a difference in results between the two
studies is the amountof delay between the time
the passages were read and the time word
knowledge was tested. In the Jenkins, Stein,
and Wysocki study,there was a 2-day delay between the subjects'last exposure to a word in
context and the administrationof the posttests.
In the case of subjectsreceiving only two exposures to the targetwords, there was a 9-day gap
between the two exposures as well. In the
present study,interviewsaboutthe meaningsof
the targetwords began about 15-30 minutesafter a subjecthad read the experimentalpassage.
The story memory task performed during this
interval also kept the subjects'attentionon the
text just read, and on the targetwordsas well.
In summary,the task facing Jenkins, Stein,
and Wysocki's subjects was less difficult than
that facing ours in thatthe contextswere richer,
the words were repeated more often, and the
subjects had their attentiondrawn to the target
words by the "familiarizationtraining."On the
other hand, it was more difficult in that their
subjects were 3 years younger, the criteria for
demonstrating word knowledge were stricter,
and there was a greaterdelay between the time
of readingand the time of testing.
How do Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki's
results compare with ours, then? In one sense,
our results give stronger evidence of learning
from context:We found clear evidence of learning from context for target words, the majority
of which occurred only once in truly natural
texts. Jenkinset al., on the other hand, embedded wordsin less naturaltexts 2, 6, or 10 times,
and did not find statisticallysignificantlearning
from only two exposures. The most noteworthy
fact about the two studies, though, is that both
did find significant learning from context. In
fact, given the differencesin the two studies, the
amounts of learning are rather similar, when
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measuredin terms of the probabilityof learning known word from an exposure in context is
the meaningof an unknownword from context. about .10 or .11.
It is also possible to derive estimatesof the
probability of learning a word from context
from the results of Jenkins et al. They do not
Vocabulary Growth Attributable to
have datafor learningfrom one exposure. HowLearning From Context
ever, probabilitiesof learninga word from 2, 6,
What is the probabilityof a child'slearning and 10 exposures can be calculatedfrom their
an unknownword occurringin a naturalwritten results. Probabilitiesfor one exposure can then
context?The presentstudy allows an answerto be estimated, assuming the following relationthis question. "Learninga word"can be defined ship:
with respect to any of the criteria for word
P. = 1 - (1 -P,)n
knowledge that were used. The probabilityof
learning a word to a given criterionequals the In this equationPn is the probabilityof learning
increasein numberof words knownto the given a wordfrom contexton the basis of n exposures;
criteriondivided by the numberof words origi- P, is the probabilityof learning a word on the
nally not known to that criterion. Because we basis of one exposure. The probabilitiesbased
did not want to alert subjects to the purpose of on Jenkinset al*'sresultsare given in Table8.
Note that the 1-exposureprobabilitycalcuthe experimentbefore they read the passages,
neither the interviews nor the multiple choice lated from the 10-exposuredatais less thanthat
test were given beforehandto determineprior calculatedfrom2- or 6-exposuredata. This sugknowledge of the words. Hence, a direct com- gests that the formula above did not satisfactoparisonbetween pretestand posttestknowledge rily compensate for diminishing returns from
cannot be made. However, the level of knowl- later exposures. Therefore, the higher 1-expoedge of targetwords in the passage subjectsdid sure figure is likely to be more accurate.
not read was determined. This permits a good
The similarity between the probabilities
estimate of the prior knowledge of the subjects based on our resultsandthose of Jenkins,Stein,
who did read a given passage, since the two and Wysockiis gratifying.Accordingto Jenkins
groupsof subjectsdid not differ on any measure et al's data, the probabilityof learning a word
of prior knowledgeor ability. Table7 gives the from context to the point of being able to corprobability of learning an unfamiliar word to rectly answer a multiple choice question is
each level of knowledge assessed in the experi- about .10. From our results, the probabilityof
ment. For example, at the most stringentcrite- learning a word to the criterion of Multiple
rion of what it meansto know a word(Interview Choice Level 3 (the level closest to Jenkins et
Level 3), the probability of learning an un- al's multiplechoice criterion)is about .15. The
Table7 Probabilityof an unknownwordbeing learnedto a given criterionlevel
Wordsource
Narrative

Expository

Mean

INTERVIEW
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

.194
.160
.110

.192
.139
.102

.193
.150
.106

MULTIPLECHOICE
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

.194
.187
.154

.205
.249
.148

.200
.218
.151
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Table8 Probabilitiesof learningword from context based on results from Jenkins, Stein, and
Wysocki (in press)
Numberof
Exposuresto
Wordin Context

Probabilityof
LearningWord
From TotalExposures

Probabilityof
LearningWord
FromOne Exposure

2
6
10

.101
.285
.196

.052
.054
.022

2
6
10

.198
.362
.453

.104
.072
.059

SUPPLY
DEFINITION
TASK

MULTIPLE
CHOICE

odds of learninga word from a single exposure
in contextto the point of being able to providea
complete and accuratedefinition are .05, based
on Jenkins et al.'s results, and .11 based on
ours. The younger age of the subjects, stricter
criteriafor word knowledge, and greaterdelay
between readingand testing in the Jenkinset al.
study could easily account for differences of
this size.
The picture is somewhat complicated by
the fact that the contexts in the Jenkins, Stein,
and Wysocki study were richer than those in
ours. Further experimentationis necessary to
determinehow large the effects of the various
factors distinguishingthese experimentsare. In
the meantime, we feel fairly confident in assuming that the true probabilityof learning an
unknown word from one exposure in context
lies somewhere in the range defined by our
study and Jenkinset al.'s.
These probabilitiesmay seem low; but an
accurate assessment of its magnitude depends
on how many unknownwords a child encounters in context during a year. For example, if a
child were to encounter 10,000 unknown
words, he or she might learn 1,000-1,500 of
them well enough to get the right answer on a
multiplechoice vocabularytest.
How many unknownwordsdoes a child encounter in a year? Unfortunately,information
on this point is very scanty, so the best we can
offer are tentativeestimates. First one needs to
have an idea of the total volume of reading.
Learning words from context

Fielding, Wilson, and Anderson(in press) have
asked fifth-grade students to complete daily
logs of out-of-school activities over periods
rangingfrom 2 to 6 months. From measuresof
readingspeed and minutes spent in readingper
day, the yearly volume of exposure to printed
language was estimated. A wide range was
found, with some childrenreportingno reading
outside of school, and others reading over 4
million words a year. The median volume of
reading is around 700,000 words per year.
Since this research was confined to out-ofschool reading,it seems safe to estimatethatthe
average fifth-grade student encounters more
than a million wordsof writtentext a year.
How many of these words are unknown?
From the present study,we know that the numbers of target words not known in the approximately 1,000-word experimentaltexts were 8,
11, and 13 at interviewLevels 1, 2, and 3, respectively.These numbersreflectthe numberof
unknowntarget words. The target words consisted of the 15 most difficult words from each
text, but the texts also contained other potentially difficult words, some of which were certainly not known by many subjects. The
foregoing numbersare thereforeunderestimates
of the total numberof unknownwordsper 1,000
words of text. Furthermore, while the texts
were appropriatefor eighth-gradestudents, the
students were above average in ability. This
would also decrease the number of unknown
words in our results.
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Anderson and Freebody (unpublished,but
see 1983) have made the most ambitious attempt to date to estimate numbersof unknown
words per 1,000 words of text. From their research, it appears that a 50th percentile fifthgrade studentwould not know 30 of the words
in an average 1,000-word text at even a lenient
criterion of word knowledge, and would not
know 59 words at a strict criterion of word
knowledge.
In summary, then, according to the best
available evidence, (a) the odds that a child in
the middle grades will acquire a full adult understandingof an unknownword as a result of
one exposure in a naturalcontext may lie between .05 and .11, (b) the numberof unknown
words thatthe middle grade child encountersin
a representative1,000-word text is between 15
and 55, and (c) the numberof wordsthe average
middle gradechild encountersin print in a year
is about a million. Putting these figures together, the number of new words the typical
middle gradechild learns in a year from context
during reading is between 750 and 5,500; the
point-valueestimateis 3,125.
The foregoing figures assume a test in
which the student must construct answers.
However, investigatorsestimatingtotal year to
year vocabulary growth have generally used
multiple choice tests. Whereas there is good
reason to be distrustfulof the validity of multiple choice tests (see Anderson & Freebody,
1983), there is nothing we can do about the
preferences of previous investigators. For the
purpose of comparison,therefore, we must use
MultipleChoice Level 3 as the criterionof word
knowledge. Our results show that the probability of learninga word from contextto this criterion is between .10 and .15. Thus, if the
multiple choice test criterion were accepted as
valid, the lower- and upper-boundestimates of
annualvocabularygrowth attributableto learning from contextwouldbe 1,500 and 8,250; the
point-valueestimatewould be 4,875.
How do these figures compare with children's actual vocabulary growth? There is regrettably little consistency among different
researchers'estimatesof children'sabsolutevo-
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cabulary size (Anderson & Freebody, 1981),
and hence wide variationin estimatesof yearly
vocabularygrowth as well. Differences among
estimates can be tracedto three major sources:
The definition of "word"used, the corpus or
dictionaryused to estimatethe total word stock
of the language, and the criterion for word
knowledge. Nagy and Herman (1984), recalibrating earlier estimates to adjust for the first
two of these differences, found thatadjustedestimates of yearly vocabularygrowth converged
to a range between 2,000 and 3,600 words a
year, with a medianfigure around3,300. Comparing this figure with the estimates of yearly
learningfrom context, it appearsthat incidental
learningfrom writtencontext can account for a
large proportionof a child'svocabularygrowth
duringthe school years.
There are two types of limitations on the
extrapolationswe have made from our results.
First, there are limitations inherentwithin the
study itself. For example, the short intervalbetween readingand testing may have lead to an
overly optimistic assessment of the amount of
learning from context. Similarly, the story
memory task between reading and testing also
kept the subjects'attentionon both the text and
the target words, thus possibly improvingtheir
performance. The fact that the subjects were
eighth-gradestudentsand all able readersputs
some limits on the generalizability of our
results, as does the small numberof texts used
and the limited number of target words. The
similarity between our results and those of
Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki does increaseconfidence in the conclusions, however.
Another limitation on our extrapolations
stems from lack of reliable informationabout
factors such as amount of reading done by
school children and the number of unknown
words they encounterin text. Nonetheless, we
believe the figures we used are plausible and
fairly conservative;thus we are confidentin the
general order of magnitude of the estimates.
Despite the uncertainties,our analysis suggests
that wordslearnedincidentallyfrom contextare
likely to constitute a substantialproportionof
children'syearly vocabularygrowth.
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Comparison With Direct Vocabulary
Instruction
Earlierresearchgave reasonto questionthe
efficacy of learning words from context. The
current study shows that the relative value attributed to learning from context and other
more direct forms of vocabularyinstructiondepends largely on the way in which the comparison is made. Our results call to mind the fable
of the tortoise and the hare. For any given small
set of words, it is easy to show thatdirectvocabulary instruction is superior to learning from
context. It would be a poor method of instruction indeed that gave a student only a 1-in-10
chance of learning an instructed word! But if
one asks a differentquestion- what approachto
vocabularycan more effectively lead to the acquisition of several thousandwords per yearour results indicate that learning from context
would be an easy winner. Instruction dealing
with words one at a time simply cannot cover
thatmuch ground.
Approaches to vocabulary acquisition
might be evaluated in terms of time spent per
wordlearned. The intensivevocabularyinstruction programimplementedby Beck and her colleagues (Beck, McCaslin, & McKeown, 1980;
McKeown, Beck, Omanson, & Perfetti, 1983)
is very expensive in this respect. If one divides
the increase in numberof words known by the
total instructionaltime, an averageof .02 words
are learned per minute of instruction. In contrast, using the Multiple Choice Level 3 criterion of wordknowledge(the one most similarto
Beck'scriterion), about .25 words were learned
per minute in the current study. Beck and her
colleagues are working on more time-efficient
methods of instruction, and in any case, comparisonsof rateof learningare fraughtwith difficulties. Still, it does seem that the impression
that direct vocabularyinstructionis more efficient thanlearningfrom contextis an illusion.
Any comparison of approaches ought to
take accountof the fact that time spent in reading has more benefits thanjust growthin vocabulary- for example, pleasure, gains in general
knowledge, and practicein various readingsubskills. No doubt the ancillarybenefits of direct
vocabularyinstructionare less rich.
Learning words from context

Other Findings
An auxiliaryhypothesis investigatedin the
present research was that good readers would
have a higher likelihood of learning word
meanings from context than poor readers. The
interaction of reading comprehension test
performance and contextual learning was not
significant, although there was a trend in the
expected direction. These resultsmay be attributable to the fact that the range of readingability was restricted-only average and above
average readers participated-and the fact that
the standardizedtest of readingability was too
easy, with many subjects scoring near the ceiling.
The fact that learning from context takes
place at all levels of wordknowledgemeansthat
context is not limitedto providingonly a vague,
initial indicationof a word'smeaning. Although
contexts that precisely identify a word'smeaning may be relativelyrare, our resultsshow that
many contexts provide enough informationto
help the readerreach a full adult understanding
of the meaningof a word.
On the other hand, our resultsare still consistent with a model in which the learningof individual word meanings proceeds in terms of
small increments.The subjectsknew abouthalf
of the target words from the passage they had
not read at the the level of Interview Level 1,
and Multiple Choice Levels 1 and 2. So it is
very likely that words learned from context to
higher criteria of knowledge were already partially known. Our results also agree with the
widely noted fact that children's vocabularies
contain large numbers of partially-known
words.

Conclusion
The major result of our study has been to
demonstrate unmistakablelearning from context from one or a very few exposuresto unfamiliar words in naturaltext. This finding will
not surprisethose who have believed all along
that learning from written context is a major
source of vocabularyacquisition. It is surprising considering that previous experimental
studies often have failed to find significant
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learning from context, even studies that used
contrived contexts richer than the ones typical
in nature.The showing that learning from context makes vis-a-vis other methods of vocabulary learningdependson how the comparisonis
made; the strengthof learningfrom contextlies
in its long-term,cumulativeeffects.
The present study was concerned exclusively with writtencontexts. Oral contexts also
play a majorrole in vocabularygrowth.Indeed,
the importance of exposure to vocabulary in
rich oral contextscannot be overestimated,particularlyfor youngchildren.But large areasof a
student's oral language environment-the
speech of parentsand peers- are mostly beyond
a teacher's control. Our results, on the other
hand, suggest that a moderateamount of reading, which a teachercan influence, will lead to
substantialvocabulary gains. Furthermore,in
terms of words learned per minute, learning
from contextis likely to comparefavorablywith
directvocabularyinstruction,which is the other
alternativea teacherhas.
We would not care to maintainthat no direct instruction in vocabulary should ever be
undertaken.But, as we have argued elsewhere
(Nagy & Anderson, 1984; Nagy & Herman,
1984), the numberof wordsto be learnedis too
enormousto rely on word-by-wordinstruction.
It follows that studentsmust somehow become
independentword learners. So far, attemptsto
design direct vocabularyinstructionthat generalizes, leading studentsto independentlylearn
non-instructed words, have failed (cf.
McKeown, Beck, Omanson, & Perfetti, 1983).
On the other hand, our results strongly suggest
that a most effective way to producelarge-scale
vocabularygrowthis throughan activity that is
all too often interruptedin the process of reading instruction:Reading.
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